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Ion beam mixing during 750 keV Kr+ irradiation at 80 K was measured on a series of Ag-Pd 
alloys using Au marker atoms. The mixing in pure Ag was the greatest and it decreased 
monotonicaHy with increasing Pd content, being a factor of 10 higher in pure Ag than in pure 
Pd. This large difference in mixing cannot be explained by the difference in cohesion energy 
between Ag and Pd in the thermodynamic model of ion beam mixing proposed by Johnson et 
af. lW. L. Johnson, Y. T. Cheng, M. Van Rossum, and M-A. Nicolet, Nud. Instrum. Methods 
B 7/8, 657 (1985) 1. An alternative model based on local melting in the cascade is shown to 
account for the ion beam mixing results in Ag and Pd. 

The importance of thermal spikes in low-temperature 
ion beam mixing (or ion mixing) has becn demonstrated 
both experimentally and theoretically. 1-<> What is not so evi
dent, however, are the magnitude of the thermal spike con
tribution to mixing, the metals in which thermal spikes are 
important, and the diffusion mechanisms within the thermal 
spike. When discussing the quantitative aspects of ion mix
ing, it is often convenient to refer to the ion beam mixing 
parameter (Dt )/$FD , where (Dt > = l/6(R 2), (R 2) is the 
mean square displacement per atom during the irradiation, 
<P is the ion fiuence, and FD is the damage energy deposited 
per unit length normal to the specimen surface. As ion mix
ing is a stochastic process, it can be expressed as 

(Dt) = (Dt») + ((Dt») . (l) 
4lFD ~FlJ coil <PFD tncrmalspikc' 

where the two terms on the right represent, respectively, the 
collisional and thermal spike contributions to mixing. The 
collisional mixing has been calculated by both Boltzmann 
transport theory and computer simulation using the as
sumptions of binary collisions and linear cascades, and a 
value of (Dt )/4lFD }eoH = 1-7 A5 /eV has been obtained. 7

•
s 

Various treatments of thermal spike mixing have also been 
formulated, although that by Vineyard,9 as applied by John
son et al.,l has been widely used. The model assumes that 
atomic jumps occur as the cascade cools with rate, 

d"l = A exp( -- Q), 
dt ksT 

(2) 

where kB Tis the product cfBoltzmann's constant and tem
perature, A is a constant, and Q is the activation enthalpy for 
jumping. With assumptions of a temperature-independent 
specific heat cp and thermal conductivity K, Eq, (2) leads to 
the result" 

AI: 
6KC n5/.l Q2 ' 

p 0 

(3) 

where € is the cascade energy per unit length (assuming a 
cylindrical geometry) and no is the atomic density. Johnson 
et al. have suggested that the cohesive energy Ewh of the 
material is the appropriate choice for Q. I 

Van Rossum et al. have measured ion mixing on a series 

of bilayer metal specimens and have shown that the 1/ E ~Oh 
dependence of Eq. (3) is a weB obeyed for many samples, 
but, notably, not for their Aul Ag sample, 10 Kim et al. mea
sured low-temperature ion beam mixing in a series of pure 
metals using tracer impurity marker atoms and also found 
qualitative agreement with Eq. (3). They observed, how
ever, that the mixing parameter of many of the refractory 
metals of moderate to low atomic number had the same mag
nitude as that deduced from collisional mixing theories, 4-8 
A5/eV, but in the noble metals and Al, it was much higher.2 

RL'Cently, Ma et al. measured low-temperature mixing in a 
series of Al transition metal bilayer samples and found that 
some samples showed thermal spike behavior, and others, 
not. II The sum of these results suggests that thermal spikes 
play an important role in ion beam mixing, but that many 
basic features of ion mixing are unexplained by Eq. (3). 
Most surprising is that apparent discrepancies are found in 
the noble metals and AI, metals with low cohesive energies 
where the thermal spike model seems most appropriate. The 
current work examines why ion mixing in the noble metals 
and AI (and possibly others) does not fit the simple Vine
yard-Johnson model. 

Ion mixing was measured in a series of Ag-Pd alloys 
using a Au marker. This alloy system forms a single solid 
solution across the phase diagram, Moreover, the atomic 
number, crystal structure, and lattice parameter are nearly 
identical in Ag and Pd. The cohesive properties of the alloys, 
however, vary strongly with alloy composition; the melting 
temperature (cohesive energy) rises from 962°C (2.96 eV) 
in pure Agto 1552"C (3.94 eV) in pure Pd. Thus, the Ag-Pd 
system provides an ideal system for varying the cohesive 
properties of a metal without affecting its structural or 
chemical properties. We point out that a second difference 
between Ag and Pd is their electronic structures, the density 
of states at the Fermi level in Pd being about a factor of 10 
higher than in Ag. Although the electronic structure of met
als is generally ignored in thermal spike models, it has been 
speculated that it can have profound effects in some met
als. 12

,13 This possibility is not considered here, but the inter
ested reader is referred to Ref 12. 

The alloys were prepared for these experiments by si
multaneous vapor deposition of Ag and Pd in a vacuum sys-
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temoperated at 3X lO-xTorrduringfilm growth, Onemon
olayer of Au was codeposited with the Pd and Ag over a 
layer:::::: 20 A thick near the midplane of the specimen. This 
procedure avoids a dis(Tete Au layer and minimizes marker 
contamination. The specimens were irradiated at 80 K with 
750 keV Kr·~. Two fluences were employed to verify that the 
mixing parameter was independent of ftuence. The spread
ing of the Au marker layer was measured using in situ 2,5 
MeV He backscattering analysis before the specimens were 
allowed to warm. The backscattering signals were fit to 
Gaussian distributions, and the ion mixing parameters were 
subsequently obtained using the relation 

Dt = U2 (n~rrad - n~nirrad ), ( 4 ) 

Values ofFD were obtained from simulations using TRIM. 14 

Values of the mixing parameter are plotted in Fig. 1 as a 
function of Ag concentration. Also shown in the figure are 
the melting temperatures and cohesive energies of the alloys, 
The latter were obtained for the alloys by assuming that they 
form ideal solutions, In Fig. 2, the mixing parameter is plot
ted as a function of the square ofthe inverse cohesive energy 
showing that Eq. (3) does not fit the data. The negative 
intercept is contrary to Eq. (I ) as collisional mixing can only 
be positive. These data, and those cited above, indicate that 
Eq. (3) does not describe mixing in nonrefractory metals 
and that some other mechanism is involved. 

Recent computer simulations empioying molecular dy
namics have suggested that local melting occurs within ener
getic displacement cascades in eu. b

•
IS In metals where local 

melting occurs, the thermally activated diffusion process 
characterized by Eq. (3) would he a poor approximation as 
diffusion in a melt is weakly temperature dependent and it 
drops off precipitously upon resolidificatioll, In cases where 
the maximum thermal spike temperature does not far exceed 
T"" the ion mixing is far more sensitive to Ti>l than suggest
ed by the 1 I E ~"h dependence of Eq. (3) as we now show for 
the Ag-Pd system. The model for thermal spikes that we 
employ here is similar to that of Vineyard9 and others, 16-1'J 

The unique feature of the present calculation is the inclusion 
of liquid diffusion coefficicnts to determine mixing, These 
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FIG,!. Ion beam mixing pammeter plotted as a function of alloy melting 
temperature, 
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FIG. 2, Ion beam mixing parameter plotted as a function of (liE coh )2, 

analytical models of thermal spikes are, of course, very ap
proximate as physical parameters such as thermal conduc
tivity and specific heat in the excited cascade arc only poorly 
known, thermal equilibration during the cascade lifetime is 
only approximate, and the initial distribution of energy 
along the ion path is rather complicated, We treat the latter 
problem by assuming each primary recoil atom along the ion 
trajectory initiates an indepcndent subcascade. Other de
tails, such as electronic excitations and the latent heat of 
fusion, may affect quantitative aspects of the model but 
should not influence the qualitative features sought here, 
Since we are interested in comparing ion mixing in Ag and 
Pd, many of the approximations discussed above should can
cel due to the similarity in the kinematics. 

The mixing is calculated from the expression 19 

( (D~ > ) .. = _,1 f ( dfJ(E,P) )dP 
c:P F D thermal 'pIKe F D dP 

x f noV(P,t)D(P,t)dt, (5) 

where t is time, V(P,t) is the instantaneous molten volume, 
D(P,t) is the marker atom diffusion coefficient in the host 
melt, and nn is the atomic concentration. As V(P,t) and 
D(P,t) both depend on the cascade energy, the second inte
gral over energy is included to average the results over the 
primary recoil spectrum, Here, da(E,P)ldPis the differen
tial cross section for a particle of energy E to produce a recoil 
of energy P. The damage energy is assumed to be distributed 
throughout the cascade volume according to 

Pd(r) = [Pdl(21TO'2)3/2]exp( -?12H,2), (6) 

where Pd is the total recoil energy. The variance 0'2 is relat
ed to the variance in the damage energy distribution n? by 

{2hi = (fin' + ro), where ro is assumed to be four atomic 
distances. 2o In the harmonic approximation, temperature is 
obtained from the relation 

T(r,O) = Pd (r)/3nok R · 

The spike cools according to 

aT = Y' (AVT), 
at 

(7) 

(8) 

where)' is the thermal diffusivity. Equation (8) is solved 
using the Koehler-Seitz approximation on T,17 Le" Tis ini-
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Hally assumed uniform within the spherical volume 
V;) = (217n,):m, with value To = 3nok B Pd /VO; later, Tre
mains uniform in an expanding spherical volume such that 

Vet) Tet) = (27TH'2) 1/2 1;). (9a) 

1'( t) is the solution to the temperature diffusion equation at 
r=O. 

(9b) 

where t, = D,,2/2,.{. The time integral in the mixing equation 
becomes 

J(217n'2)3/2(~)n D{t)dt. 
TU) () . 

(9c) 

The diffusion coefficient in the melt is assumed to have the 
phenomenological form:!!: 

D(T) =A(T-· I'm} +- B. (9d) 

Equation (9c) is solved after replacing dt by 

dt =!!£. dT = _ ( 2tc )( 'Fr., )513 dT. 
dT 31~ T 

(ge) 

The results of these calculations are summarized in Tables I 
and n. In Table I are the ratios of the ion mixing parameters 
in pure Ag and Pd for different cascade energies, and in 
Table II are the ratios for the actual 750 keY Kr primary 
recoil spectrum which can be compared with experiment. 
Table I shows that as the cascade energy becomes large, the 
ratio of the mixing parameter in Ag and Pd also becomes 
large. This behavior is a consequence of To approaching Tm 
in high-energy cascades in Pd and therefore to rapid resolidi
fication and little mixing. In Table n the ratios of the mixing 
parameters are shown for 750 keY Kr irradiation using dif
ferent cutoff energies Pcutof[. The cutoff energy represents 
the recoil energy where subcascade formation becomes im
portant; subcascades in the present model represent distinct 
melts. In the calculation, recoils above the cutoff energy are 
assumed to have the same mixing parameter as those at the 
cutoff energy. For reasonable values of Pcll!Off' 15-20 keV,22 
the ratio of mixing in Ag and Pd agrees well with the experi
mental results. Table n also lists absolute values of the mix
ing parameter in pure Ag and Pd for the 20 ke V cutoff ener
gy. Unlike the ratios of the mixing parameters, these values 
are sensitive (approximately linear) to the choice of thermal 
diffusivity. For a lattice thermal ditfusivity of 8 X 1013 
em 2 s - \, the correct magnitUde of mixing is obtained, pro
viding plausibility for the model. Thus, we conclude that the 
phenomenon ofloeal melting in cascades can reasonably ex-

TABLE L Ratios of the Ag and Pd mixing parameters t
l
, for various cas· 

cade energies. 

p a T
n
_
Ag J. TO_I'd ":Jtc Ag 

(keV) (K) (K) (10- ,2 s) 

LO 2150 20g0 
4.9 3050 2HSO 
9.8 2720 2500 

14.7 2360 2150 
19,6 2060 Ul70 

"Inithll temperature in the thermal spike. 
"Time required for resolidification. 

0.38 
1.60 
2.26 
2.50 
2.47 

ht\H\_1 

(10 I" s) 

0.07 
0.64 
0.74 
0.52 
0.09 
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f: 
~{J 

lO.O 
3.4 
4.7 
9.0 

71.0 

TABLE II. Ratios of the Ag and Pd mixing parameters Sr for different 
cutoff energies. 

11 p";U(ott 

Sp 
h Dt I1>Ff)(Ag) 

h DII<PForl'u) 

"Units of keV. 
bUnits of (.4, 'leV). 

10 
4.4 

15 20 
7.S 15.9 

75 

5 

plain the high values of the ion beam mixing parameter in 
metals with low values of T", . 

In summary, these experiments have shown that the ion 
beam mixing parameter in a series of Ag-Pd alloys increases 
rapidly with increasing Ag concentration, being a factor of 
10 larger for pure Ag than for pure Pd. Whereas these data 
do not fit the Vineyard-Johnson model for thermal spike 
diffusion, they are in good qualitative agreement with calcu
lations based on a model of local melting in cascades. The 
reasons for the much larger ion beam mixing parameter in 
Ag than Pd are the larger volume and longer lifetime of the 
cascade melt in Ag. 
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